BASIC GRINDER

BG-6 M

Choice of ID grinding spindle for dies or ID/OD grinding spindle for dies and mandrels

6" - 3 jaw chuck can accommodate dies up to 5.39" (137 mm) in diameter

Adjustable automatic table travel

Manual infeed

120V, 1 Phase, 50/60 Hz
220V, 1 Phase, 50/60 Hz through transformer

0-45 degree angle included

The BG-6M is specifically designed for producing affordable high quality tooling for manufacturing bar and tube dies.

Improve your die quality and diameter tolerances with our manual BG-6M. Eliminate hand polishing and tool post grinding consistency problems such as incorrect angles, crooked bearings, polished wear rings that result in downtime and scrap. The die geometry is controlled through preset machine settings which consistently grind each die the same giving repeatable results and more output per die.